Panola Gun Club 2019 Regional Highpower Match
3 May: Friday’s events consisted of two team matches. The first event was a
four-person 50 shot national match course in which nine teams competed. In
a team match, coaching is allowed. This is particularly helpful in keeping a
dedicated eye on changing wind/mirage conditions.

The second was a three-person Infantry Trophy Team (ITT) match in which
five teams competed. Due to the late hour and very wet and muddy range
conditions, this match was shot entirely at the 600-yard line, three strings on
four “E” silhouette targets that come up for ~ 50 seconds each string. This
match was a shortened version of the National Infantry Trophy Team match
which consists of a six-person team firing on eight targets. This match is also
known as the Rattle Battle. For a full description of the event see this link
(and note that the Texas Service Rifle Team is pictured in this link):
http://thecmp.org/competitions/cmp-national-matches/national-trophy-riflematches/national-trophy-infantry-team-match/
The final match results can be found under the 2019 archived match reports (menu on the right column
of www.epcgc.com)
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4 May: Saturday’s 80 shot individual match was delayed till about lunch
time due to rain and was reduced to a 50 shot individual match due to the late
start. The firing line was nearly full and all 16 targets were in use. The day
turned pretty muggy after the morning rains and one pit rotation got some
relief from a passing cloud that let loose with some big drops. Other than that,
everyone stayed dried except when traversing across the grass and mud.
After a long day, everyone gathered around for the awards and after a very
close match the top three winners are pictured here (in reverse order from
right to left (gold in the gray shirt):
The awards were completed by 6
in the evening and everyone
headed to town for some overdue
food.
The final match results can be found under
the 2019 archived match reports (menu on
the right column of www.epcgc.com)
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5 May: Sunday’s event was a 50 shot Excellence-In-Competition (EIC) match. It is
also known as a “LEG” match as the top 10% of the non-distinguished shooters earn
points or “legs” towards their Distinguished Rifleman Badge. The distinguished badge is
a highly coveted award and should be a goal of every highpower competitor. There are
no sighting shots in this event and during the rapid-fire phases, the shooter must start
from standing and then transition to either the sitting or the prone positions and shoot
their ten shots within the allotted time (60 or 70 seconds, respectively). More
information about the EIC match and the Distinguished Rifleman Badge can be found at
this link:
http://thecmp.org/competitions/service-rifle/
At the end of the day, two competitors –Charisma and Kelly - earned their final points (a
minimum of 30 are needed and no more than 10 can be earned in a match) and after
confirmation by the Civilian Marksmanship Program (CMP), who oversees the
administration of the Distinguished Badges, they will receive the much sought-after
badge.
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The top 3 competitors along with those earning points towards their distinguished badge
are pictured here (left to right, respectively):

This is a photo of all the distinguished shooters (old and new) lined up to congratulate the
two newly distinguished shooters.
The final match results can be found under the 2019
archived match reports (menu on the right column of
www.epcgc.com)

A special thanks to Dave and Ron for organizing
and running a great match. Y’all are the best!
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